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Report on Conditions in the Southern Textile
Industry

By Robert C. Dexter, Ph.D.

This report is rendered to the Board of Directors of
the American Unitarian Association pursuant to a
vote passed at the meeting on October 17th at Chicago,
requesting that the Department of Social Relations
make an investigation of the situation in the textile
industry in the South.

The reasons for this investigation are presumably
well known to all members of the Board. During the
past year there has been a series of industrial dis
turbances in North and South Carolina and eastern
Tennessee which have involved some loss of life, dis
order and very considerable suffering. The resulting
publicity has been such that it was felt by many of
our ministers and laymen that the situation presented
a social problem on which we should have first-hand
information. One reason for this attitude was that it
has been reported that the churches in the local
area have been indifferent to critical situations and
were frequently hostile to the workers.

In pursuance of this resolution, I spent eighteen
days in the southeastern states, and thanks to the
co-operation of some of our Directors who are
interested in the cotton industry as well as to that of
the Federal Council of Churches and the American
Federation of Labor, I made contacts with repre
sentatives of all points of view in the area under
consideration-mill owners and agents, clergymen,
union organizers, mill workers both organized and
unorganized, educators and political leaders.

I t is impossible in the brief space of this report to
give at all an adequate picture of the situation and
there are certain aspects of it with which I am quite
incompetent to deal. I take it that as a religious
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body we are particularly interested in the social
rather than the economic side of the picture, although
one must pay attention to economics as well.

I want to record in the very beginning my personal
appreciation of the courtesy which was shown me by
everyone, without exception, with whom I came in
contact. It might have been thought that a repre
sentative of a church organization, most of whose ad
herents were in the North and East, would have been
met with hostility, but this was not the case. I found
both the representatives of industry and the workers
willing and anxious to discuss frankly and fully all
aspects of the situation. In fact my greatest diffi
culty was in the limited amount of time I had at my
disposal. Most of the men I visited would have been
glad to give more time and consideration to my ques
tions than I was able to allow them. This it seems to
me is perhaps the most hopeful aspect of the whole
situation, that both labor and capital realized that
religion has a definite concern with an industrial situ
ation and that they desired to present their point
of view to me, as representing a group who might be
considered in some sense the custodians of ethical
standards. This is a distinct change from the attitude
prevalent a generation or two ago.

In what follows I am not going to quote directly
either employers or labor representatives. Most of the
information that was given me was given in confidence,
and all that I shall be able to do in this report is to
draw my own deductions from the information placed
at my disposal. Whatever mistakes of interpretation
or attitudes may be taken in this report are my own.

Back- Although this is not the place for an ex-
d haustive treatment of the history of the

groun textile industry in the South, it is necessary
to give the background in briefest outline. The textile
industry is a comparatively newcomer in the south
east. While there have been small mills in existence
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for almost seventy-five years, most of the mills which
are active at the present time date their existence not
earlier than the eighties of the last century and many of
them are of more recent date. North Carolina alone
has over five hundred textile mills. They were origi
nally located in the South because of the nearness
to the raw material,-cotton. Some are controlled
and managed from the northern centers, but many,
and some of the best mills, are entirely southern.

The labor supply in practically all the textile mills
is drawn from two classes of people, the tenant farmer
in the Piedmont area and the mountaineer from the
foothills of the Appalachians. At the very outset it is
only fair to say that probably, with a few exceptions,
the condition of the workers in the mills today is
infinitely better than that of their "kinfolk," to use
a southern term, who still remain on the farms and
especially those who are living in the mountains.
Conditions among the tenant farmers are appalling.
A recent study by the Federal Government showed
that the average cash income in three counties of
South Carolina was less than $300. a year. Of course
the farmer raised a good deal of his produce and he had
his home, such as it was, but his standard of living
was low and educational facilities were very meager.
To an even greater extent this is true of the mountain
eer. Up to a few years ago there were practically no
educational facilities in the mountain "coves" and the
housing conditions are even yet exceedingly primitive.
These families lived and still live an isolated life.
One of the mill managers with whom I talked said
that one of his first tasks is to get his new employees
to learn to co-operate. They did not even know how to
play baseball or any game which involves team work.
Many of these mountain homes have no windows and
a dirt floor, and the sanitary conditions are unspeak
able. They are almost illiterate and when they can
read and wri te, their familiari ty wi th books is prac
tically limited to the Bible.
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When these tenant farmers and moun taineers came
to the mill they immediately plunged into a different
world. They have had to learn to live together and
work together, and most of the mill owners, although not
all, have provided them with educational and recrea
tional facilities; and the housing even in the worst of
the mill villages is infinitely better than that to which
they have been accustomed. In fact, it is to a very
large extent due to the elevating influence of the mill
educationally and otherwise that a great deal of the
present trouble can be traced. While by no means
all of the present mill workers are of the second gen
eration, many of them are. They have had the ad
vantage of the schools, in many cases provided by the
mills, not by the community; they have learned
something of the outside world and the standards of
living which other people maintain, and consequently
many of them are no longer satisfied with the con
ditions in which they are living in the mill villages.

It is perhaps necessary to say a word about the
mill villages. Most of the mills originally located them
selves in the country and it was necessary to provide
housing as well as a manufacturing plant. These
houses and community facilities such as roads and
schools, were in most cases built by the mill and a great
majority of the mills in the South still provide housing.
I t was also necessary for them to provide recreational
facilities, build roads, install sewerage and do many
things which in the North are provided by the com
munity. Many of the mills also found it necessary to
provide company stores, although this practice is
becoming less frequent, as a company store very rarely
yielded a profit and was the source of constant mis
understanding. In addition, many, if not most of
the mills which I visited were responsible for the
building of churches in the communities and still
supplement the salaries of the minister as well as
of the school teachers. This really means that in many
places the mill children get more schooling and better
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schooling than is the case in the county schools and
even in some of the larger towns. In fact, the best
school system which I saw in the South and one of
the most progressive I have seen anywhere, was in a
mill section adjoining Greenville, S. C.

The mill villages differ among themselves just as
the mills do. Some which I visited have really beauti
ful homes for their operatives, with paved streets,
sewerage and good community buildings. Others
have miserable houses, unpaved mud holes for streets,
no sewerage facilities and very inadequate community
buildings. All of them without exception have a very
low ren tal. Rents for mill houses run from $1.00 to
$2.00 per week for four rooms including water and
electricity. Where bathrooms are installed, and they
are more and more being installed in newer villages,
the rental is somewhat higher. This fact must be taken
into account in any comparison of wages South and
North.

There is no question that the control of the mill
village is very largely in the hands of the employer.
There is little in the way of democratic organization
of the community. This in my judgment is one of
the great defects of the mill village system, but it
must be borne in mind that the operatives are in the
main, or at least have been up to recently, uneducated.
and ignorant, and it is a question whether if there had
been more democratic control, conditions would have
been as good as they are now. I am inclined to think,
however, that with the education which has been
given to the present generation it will be necessary soon
to extend to the operatives more and more control of
local conditions and local government. I feel that the
reluctance with which some of the best of the mill
owners face this alternative is one cause of discon
tent. The control of the schools, while somewhat ques
tionable in theory, has not in my judgment and from
what little observation I have been able to give, been
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as detrimental as one would think. Most of the
owners, and particularly the southern owners, have
been genuinely anxious to give the best possible edu
cation to their employees, partly for selfish reasons,
that they make better operatives, and partly for the
reason that they have a genuine philanthropic interest
in their people. Kinship between owner and employee
is much more marked in the southern mills than in
most northern mill villages that I know anything
about. Actually they are of the same stock, speak the
same language and often go to the same churches,
all of which make for a closer interest. Where the o,wner
ship and control is in the North that attitude is not as
marked. In fact, I am inclined to state it as a general
proposition, that local ownership and control makes
for generally better conditions. Where there has been
acute trouble during this last year as at Gastonia and
Marion and Elizabethton, it has all been in mills
which were controlled from a distance.

The subsidizing of the churches had not been as
successful as that of the schools. For one thing, the
ministers of the churches, mainly Baptist and Metho
dist, have not the same professional point of view as
the teachers. In the recent labor difficulties the
churches in the mill towns with very few exceptions
have not only sided with the employers, which is
perhaps natural, but they have been intolerant and
have even turned out of their membership men and
women who have been active in the labor movement.
It was reported to me in one of the towns that the
gang which attempted to beat up one of the strikers
was led by the Presbyterian minister. This I was
unable to verify but I did verify the fact that one of
the men who for forty years had been a deacon in the
Presbyterian church, had been expelled from his church
for activities in the labor movement. All of the owners
with whom I talked denied that they had used any in
fluence with .the churches and I think that they were
telling the truth. The point is that the minister and
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the church people realize their dependence on manage
ment and think it impossible to side with the workers
in case of a dispute. Some of the more progressive
mills have altogether withdrawn subsidies to the
churches and I feel that this is a policy which ought
1:0 be generally followed.

One of the factors in the si tua
Nfatthionpal AhslPects tion which is particularly im-
o e ro eIll . h h "Iportant to us IS t at t e textl e
situation in the South is not a local but a national
problem. This is mainly because of the backward labor
legislation which allows longer hours of work and the
employment of women and children to a greater
degree than in the northern states. Either the mills
in the North must move South as they are rapidly
doing, or the Southern laws must be changed. It
would seem as though the more enlightened policy
would be to use every effort to see to it that labor
conditions in the South and North are made as nearly
equal as possible. In that case, if the South has an
industrial advantage, which it may well have, the mills
will still tend to move in that direction but it will not
be because of a lower standard of labor.

If one were to believe all that oneAttitude of
Mill Owners reads regarding the mill owners in the

South, one could not help but condemn
them as a class. Such general condemnations are
utterly unjust. I found among the mill owners and
managers with whom I talked, some of the most in
telligent and thoughtful men with whom it has been
my privilege to associate, men who are much more
interested in the welfare of their employees than many
of their critics. Some of them at great cost have in
their mill villages welfare workers, physicians and
nurses and take a very definite personal interest in
their employees. Most of them are accessible to em
ployees who have a grievance. It must be said, how
ever, that where the mill is large it is difficult for the
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individual employee and the owner to come in contact.
Against the excellent type of mill owner must be set
some who are bigoted and indifferent, and many more
who can see only one side of the question. The diffi
culty is that the owners and managers do not realize
that the very size of their plant makes personal con
tact impossible and that there is a necessity for some
sort of an organization on the part of the workers so
that their grievance may secure adequate represen
tation. Even here, however, the attitude of the em
ployers varies. Most of them, it is true, are opposed
to any sort of employee organization. Some favor plant
organization with no affiliation with any outside
group and some a purely southern labor organization.
This is partly due to the latent hostility of the South
toward the North in which most of the labor organiza
tions are located. This is also partly due to the character
of some of the labor organizers who have been sent into
the South. Many of them are lacking in education
and understanding either of the southern worker or
the owner and their only point of contact is a point
of conflict. There has so far been little use of the co
operative technique in the labor organization of the
South. If the employers in the South could be ap
proached by men of knowledge and experience both
of the industry and of the workers, whose aim was
not to hamper production but to co-operate in pro
ducing at a lower cost and with lessened friction, much
greater progress would be made.

Again I want to emphasize the fact that the em
ployers of the South are not all equipped with hoofs
and horns but they are a very human group of men,
judging by the samples which I met, and if dealt with
prop-erly would themselves co-operate and bring about
labor legislation and better conditions of work. If the
right sort of educational campaign were waged I am
not even sure that they would not consent to organiza
tion of their workers and co-operate with that or
ganization, provided it were properly conducted.
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Some employers definitely state that they would be
willing to co-operate with a southern organization.

Attitude of It is ~uch more difficult to speak
th W k of the attitude of the workers than of

e or ers the employers. In the first place there
are many more of them and in the second place, with
rare exceptions, they are inarticulate. As a group they
are ignorant and uneducated. Where there have been
troubles, of course, one finds leaders who are willing to
talk but it is not fair to use them as the sole basis of in
formation. There is no question that in general there is
a feeling among the workers that hours of work should
be shortened and wages raised. There is no question
that while their standard of living is much higher than
it was in the homes from which they came, it still is
not up to what we like to consider the American
standard. On the other hand, they are extreme in
dividualists, do not know how to co-operate and are
reluctant to join northern controlled organizations.
If labor in the South is to be organized, and I per
sonally feel that such organization would in the long
run effect improvements in both industry and in the
workers themselves, it must be educated to think of
organization as something more than a fighting unit.
At present so far as I could learn the southern con
ception of a union was simply that of an organization
to promote and finance strikes. There is little if any
idea of co-operation with their employers. A policy
of education is as necessary for the workers as for the
employers.

A word must be said here in regard to communist
propaganda. The strike in Gastonia, as everyone
knows, was a communist movement but it is my im
pression not only that that strike is dead but that there
is no future for communism in the South. The workers
in Gastonia were living in one of the most wretched
situations in the area. The mill was conducted by an
absentee corporation; so far as I could learn it had
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ineffective and frequently-changed management and
the type of employee was of a lower grade than else
where in the state of North Carolina. With con
ditions as bad as they were, the workers were glad
to accept any offer of help and welcom.ed the com
munist leaders. As soon, however, as they found that
these leaders espoused the communist doctrines not
only in economics but in family relationships and in
religion too, their enthusiasm was lessened. It was
largely owing to the attitude of the workers in ad
joining communities, that the difficulties which cul
minated in the deaths at Gastonia came about. It is
far too great a jump from fundamentalism to com
munism and most of the southern workers are funda
mentalists. They are also in the main loyal to the
older family ideal and are patriotic citizens of America.
Unfortunately most of the mill owners and many
members of the general public confuse communism
with organized labor; this is one of the points on which
the labor movement if it is to succeed at all must con
duct an educational campaign. Too many of the
labor leaders use similar language to the communists'
when they use the term "bloody war" and the like
to describe the textile situation in the South.

Att't d f The attitude of the general public out-
I u e 0 'd h '11' . rth P hI' SI e t e ml s IS a most Important Jactor

e U Ie in this situation. There is a distinct class
feeling in the South just as there is in the North, and
it is even more acute between mill workers and those
on the outside. Generally speaking, the mill workers,
being mountaineers and tenant farmers, are in the
beginning, at any rate, less well educated, dress more
poorly and owing to the mill village situation live apart
from the general population. Hence they are looked
down upon and the sympathies of the population in
the towns, with the exception of the few trade union
ists, are with the owners. The mills have been of great
benefit to the communities near which they are located,
and merchants and professional men are almost a unit·
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in condemning the activities of the mill workers. These
people need education badly along the line that Henry
Ford has made popular, namely, that if mill workers
are better paid they will have more to spend and
if they are better educated their standards of living
will be higher. Once more, education is absolutely
essential to show that organization should not neces
sarily mean, as it has always meant in the South,
strikes and disorder. The support of the townspeople
and the farmers is necessary not only in regard to
organization, but also if improved legislation is to be
placed on the statute books of the southern states.

W d There is no question that actual cash
H ages an wages are lower in the South than in the

ours North. There is probably a cash dif-
feren tial of from $4.00 to $5.00 a week between the
textile worker in the southeastern states and in New
England. I have not yet had a chance to check up
on this statistically, as I hope to do later. At the same
time it should be borne in mind that rents are very
much lower and almost certainly there is an added
advantage which the southern worker has in respect
to cost of fuel and clothing. Real wages, therefore,
counted in terms of what money will buy, are probably
not as different North and South as is supposed, al
though even here there is probably a differential. It
must also be borne in mind that the southern worker,
not being as highly skilled as his northern brother,
cannot turn out as much product but that condition is
fast being improved by education and better technical
facilities within the mill. While wages might and
probably can be ultimately increased somewhat, I
should doubt if they ever need to be equal even if the
standard of living is as high as that in the northern
mills. This is particularly the case so long as the mill
village system continues. If, as I should ultimately
h<1pe, the mills place their villages on a self-supporting
basis, which they are not at present, it would be neces-
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sary to increase the wages, as at the same time rents
would necessarily be increased. In fact, this proposition
has been placed before some of the mill workers by the
executives and up to the present it has not been very
popular with them. What is needed here is a careful
study by some unbiased authority of wages compared
with standards of living in various centers of the ,in
dustry. There is no question that an industry which
cannot pay a wage which will give its workers decent
living is parasitic, but no one knows definitely as yet
whether that is the case with textiles either North or
South. It probably is the case in certain poorly managed
and poorly equipped mills. It certainly is not the case
with some of the better managed and equipped mills in
both sections.

In regard to hours, the situation is clearer. North
Carolina at present allows sixty hours work in the mill
per week. South Carolina fifty-five. In Massachusetts
it is forty-eight hours for women and minors and of
course that determines the hours in which the mill
itself is run. Many of the mills in the South run day
and night. In many of the mills of North Carolina
women and also children over fourteen are employed
all through the night. It should be said in fairness,
however, that many of the best mills run only fifty
four or fifty-five hours and some of them either have
no night shifts except in cases of emergency, or do not
use women and children in their night shifts. These
standards, which are voluntarily adopted by the better
mills, should, in my judgment, become part of the state
legislation throughout the South. As a matter of fact,
I am informed that North Carolina is at present con
sidering legislation further reducing the hours of labor
and there is a considerable prospect that it will be
passed at the next session of the legislature. Of course
one must bear in mind that hours of labor cannot be
reduced at once. The reductions must be gradual but
northern stockholders of mills ought to know the facts
about the hours in the mills from which they are de-
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riving (or supposed to derive) dividends and should see
that so far as possible their management does not op
pose reduction in hours of labor. It must also be borne
in mind that there are other states in the South aside
from the Carolinas which have long hours, and the
manufacturers in the Carolinas must compete with
them just as Massachusetts manufacturers must com
pete with Carolina manufacturers. My own impres
sion is that the hours of labor will be reduced, but
that pressure will have to be brought to bear to see that
reduction is as speedy as possible. There is no question
at all that eleven and twelve hours a day in a cotton
mill is not a desirable situation. The work in some ways
is not arduous, but the point is that it takes up the
whole of a man's or woman's time and the constant
attention to spindles or looms in the humid, noisy
atmosphere of a weave room for eleven or twelve hours
a day does not conduce to human development.

Night work is also one of the very real problems.
One of the leading owners of the mills in the South
has recently announced that it is his judgment that
night work must ultimately be abandoned. The rea
sons are twofold: first, over-production in the industry
and second, the humanitarian point of view. I found
that this statement was accepted by a number of the
manufacturers with whom I talked. The difficulty is
to get all of them to agree to eliminate night work and
a second and even greater difficulty is to provide labor
for those who are now engaged on the night shifts. It
would be worse than folly to abandon night work at
once because thousands of men and women would be
thrown out of employment, and hundreds of thousands
of people would be destitute. The abandonment of
night work ought to come gradually. One of the mills
which I did not visit but which I heard about has
announced that it is cutting down its night work two
hours a night and has announced the date by which it
hopes to eliminate night work entirely, some months or
a year ahead. It is the hope of the management of this
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mill that its workers, knowing ahead of time, will be
able to get into some other industry. I should not
recommend legislation abolishing night work at once
but I should urge individual mill owners to take steps
similar to that outlined above and possibly the enact
ment of legislation which would eliminate night work
for women and children at perhaps the end of a five
year period. This will not seem very progressive to
people who want to overturn the world at once, but
under all the circumstances it appears to me the most
workable plan.

Children Just how many children are employed in
the mills no one knows. The North Caro

lina law allows any child over fourteen years who has
finished the fourth grade in school to enter the mill.
In South Carolina a child between fourteen and sixteen
must get a special permit, which involves considerable
difficulty. A movement is at present under way headed
by the League of Women Voters in North Carolina to
raise the standard from the fourth grade to the sixth
grade, which will eliminate a number of the child
workers. I am inclined to think from my contacts at
Raleigh and elsewhere that this legislation will prob
ably be passed, although it has been bitterly opposed
in the past both by some of the mill owners and by some
representatives of the mill workers who desire a profit
on their children's employment. Many of the better
mills here, too, have already paved the way. They have
refused to employ children under sixteen unless the
family was in dire need of their earnings, and in the
mills which I visited I found very few young workers.
Especially in the mills manufacturing a better grade
of cloth were there few young workers. They are not as
useful for this work as they are in the mills manufac
turing coarser cloth. Ultimately of course the stand
ards should be raised to sixteen but here again the
Fabian policy is preferable to the policy of immediate
action.
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In some ways the situation in
regard to alleged and actual
violation of civil rights is one
in which we as an organization

are most concerned. In this respect the facts are ex
ceedingly difficult to obtain. I did not find a single mill
owner or agent or a political official who denied the
right of employees to organize or their right to discuss
their grievances freely in public. On the other hand
there is a very decided feeling throughout the section
of the country which I visited that the propagation of
communistic doctrines should be suppressed by the
strong arm of the law, although there was an admission
that such suppression created difficulties. With the
confusion in the popular mind between communism
and trade unionism this difficulty is increased.

The reasons given for the desire to suppress free
dom of discussion of communistic principles were two:
first, that they were subversive of our government,
religion and family life; and second, that if freely
discussed they created disorder because so many
people in the South would not tolerate freedom of dis
cussion of such matters, no matter what the law pro
vided. For instance, I was told by a responsible state
official that the disorders in Gastonia were very largely
due to the resentment of many of the mill workers
themselves to the implications of the communistic doc
trine and their announced desire to suppress that dis
cussion no matter what the officials did or said. The
action of the officials was in his mind justified as a
means of preventing rioting. There is little sympathy
in the area with the idea that the best way to deal with
malcontents is to allow them the utmost freedom of
speech. I doubt whether freedom of discussion, which
is guaranteed by the Constitution, would have as
serious results as the attempts that have been made to
suppress it; at any rate it could scarcely be worse and
would be in conformity with the traditional American
position. I am inclined to think that the attempts at
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suppression both legally and by mobs played into the
hands of the communists, and gave them a support
which they otherwise would not have had from people
both North and South who were interested in the prin
ciple of free speech.

So far as the alleged attempts to suppress freedom
of organization and discussion in centers where the
communists were not active is concerned, part at least
was caused by the resentment stirred up by the com
munists in neighboring communities. A large part of
these attempts at suppression, however, can be laid
not at the door of the mill owners themselves but of
the general public, which as has been said before was
in the main antagonistic toward any attempts at labor
organization. One must bear in mind the historical
background of the South which gives much more sanc
tion to mob violence and even to bloodshed than is the
case in some other parts of the country. It is only fair
too to remember that this tradition of violence ex
tends to the workers as well as the general public and
the law officers. While in my judgment there is little,
if any, evidence of actual shooting on the part of any
of the strikers, there is considerable evidence of in
timidation and threatening by mobs of strikers of those
who intended to go to work. Peaceful picketing, so
called, would have far more difficulty in the South and
particularly in the mountain towns than it would
in a part of the country with different traditions. Many
in the South carry a gun and under other conditions
than labor difficulties they are not averse to using it.
So far as I could find out, however, the organizers from
the American Federation of Labor urged strikers to
disarm and in the main discouraged violence, although
some of them who were from the locality did not dis
courage it as much as perhaps they might have. The
prevalence of "corn likker" throughout this whole
region is in my judgment an added factor in creating
violence. Both strikers and their opponents apparently
can secure plentiful supplies. Labor discontent, mob
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violence and moonshine whiskey make a dangerous
admixture.

I feel that there are faults in this regard on both
sides, perhaps on three sides. First, the attitude of
some of the mill owners and managers has been bellig
erent and some of their representatives have made
statements which if literally interpreted in the heat of
controversy would lead to violence; second, the strikers
themselves unused to more pacific measures and oc
casionally led by young, inexperienced men unaccus
tomed to the implications which the mill people would
make from their violent speeches, have used illegal and
sometimes violent means in picketing and in other
ways; and third, the law officers of the local com
munities have been altogether too ready to seize
on these beginnings of violence as an excuse for retalia
tion in kind. This was particularly the case in Marion.
Part of this retaliation undoubtedly is due to fear on
the part of the law officers who are frequently not
chosen from among the more level-headed of the
citizenry.

It seems to me that continuous educational propa
ganda among the entire population is needed in this
respect and that the attempts which are being made
by the Civil Liberties Union and other groups through
legal processes to establish the right of organization
and the right of free speech are necessary and vital.
At the same time the union organizers if they continue
their campaign should be instructed by their national
organization to refrain from incendiary speeches and
particularly to see that their followers are disarmed
and that no attempts at coercion of non-strikers are
made.

O ° to It has been widely heralded through
rganlza Ion h . h S h d I hf L b t e press In t e out an e sew ere

o a or that the American Federation of Labor
is about to commence a campaign of organization
throughout the entire South. One of their organizers
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claimed in a public speech that a million and a half
would be spent in North Carolina alone. I put the
question as to the results of this campaign to prac
tically everyone of over a hundred people with whom I
talked. My own judgment based on their replies and
on my own observation is that a campaign for or
ganization of the textile industry in the South at the
present time along traditional lines would be a failure.
The reasons for this are apparent in what has been
already said. The workers and most of the labor
leaders think of organization only in terms of a strike.
The mill owners and agents think in similar terms plus
the idea of increased wages and shorter hours, which in
their judgment the industry cannot stand at present,
and the public quite naturally is opposed to disorder.

I believe fundamentally that there is a very real
nee>! for the organization of labor in the South just as
I believe that there is a need for organization of the
mills South and North. The individual worker, no mat
ter how open-minded his employer is, finds difficulty
in securing a hearing especially where the mills are
large and growing larger. At the same time, with the
present situation in the industry in which many of
the mills are running at a loss, there is little hope that
an organizing campaign would succeed. Especially
is this true because of the depressed condition of ag
riculture in the South and a consequent over-supply
of labor. The mills could either shut down in the face
of concerted attempts at organization or they could
bring in from the mountains and farms a plentiful
supply of new labor.

One other factor is most important in the whole sit
uation. The present textile situation cannot be ap
preciably improved until agriculture is also improved.
So long as the mills have a practically inexhaustible
labor supply among the farmers who come to them, not
because they wish to be mill workers, but because
farming is so utterly unprofitable, any campaign for
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organization and even attempts at far-reaching changes
in hours and conditions of labor, are doomed to failure.
Those interested in improving labor conditions in tex
tiles in the South must pay increasing attention to
the desperate plight of the southern agriculturist.

Consequently the mills even with their long hours,
night work, and low wages, are a great improvement
for the men, women and children from the farms.
Great progress in textiles depends fundamentally on
two factors-economic improvement in agriculture,
and industrial and social education. Both are essen
tial if labor organization is to succeed.

A series of strikes would imperil the improved labor
legislation which organizations like the League of
Women Voters and others are striving to put on the
statute books, with some public co-operation and
some hope of success. I t would also an tagonize the
more enlightened employers, and they are not such
a small number as is often thought, who themselves
are attempting to take steps to reduce hours, increase
wages and better conditions in the mills. In fact, a
movement is on foot among the manufacturers for
the voluntary correction of many of the ills of the
industry, including those arising from excessive night
work. The Cotton Textile Institute has at this time
a recommendation before the manufacturers which is
intended to bring about a readjustment of the hours
of labor to not exceeding fifty-five hours per week for
day run and fifty hours per week for night run. There
is everv indication that this movement will succeed
and it has received most favorable editorial considera
tion both North and South. Many competent students
of the situation feel that there is more hope for im
provement along this line than in any other method
suggested.
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